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Chairman Ramblings- By Rick Smiley
Hello everyone! I hope you
are all wearing your masks
and staying healthy. Before I
start I again want to thank
Dave Brigham, Mike Ingram
and the NCRS board for
extending our V-conf schools
through January 2021. I for
one look forward to
continuing our teaching and
learning opportunities thru
the V-conf process.
Unfortunately, I believe that
it will be some time before
we get back to some type of
normal and hosting in-person
events. Please read the
minutes from the July 24th
NCRS board meeting in
relation to in person events.
Dear Chapter Chairs,
The NCRS Board met via Zoom
on Friday, July 24th. One of
things we discussed was the
schedule of in-person Chapter
Midway USA Tune Up

events on the books for the
remainder of 2020. We know
that your members are anxious
to resume in-person events. We
just want to remind you to pay
attention to the ever-changing
federal, state/provincial, and
local guidance regarding
in-person events. You must also
follow the NCRS Rules and Hold
Harmless Agreement issued
earlier this year. Lastly, you
need to understand that the
NCRS insurance policy that
provides coverage for Chapter in
-person events has no provision
for coverage in the event that an
attendee at a Chapter event
contacts coronavirus.
Please stay safe by continuing
to wear a mask when you are out

and about, maintain appropriate
physical distancing, and washing
your hands often.
Best regards,
Mike
I would like to welcome our
newest member, Joe
SantaMaria. Maybe we will
see him at our next virtual
chapter meeting.
Recently I have been asking
myself what “normal” will
be?? Will it be the good old
fashion normal, where we
came together for activities
and did not worry about
someone coughing or
sneezing?!? This is what I am
looking forward to. It has
been 134 days as of this
writing since Wichita shut
down the first time.
Continue on page 2)

(Continued from Page 1)

NCRS Events Calendar

Since then we have been back and forth. This is not my
idea of normal. Although I must say Bev and I have
cleaned every closet, every room, every drawer, and
done tons of yard work and our home looks better than
ever. You may have noticed I said nothing about our
cars!!! I long for the days of being able to enjoy seeing
our member’s smiling faces at Chapter meetings and
talking about our Corvettes. But for the foreseeable
future I will see most of our members via zoom,
including some we weren’t seeing very often in person.
That is so much better than not seeing anyone at all.
Now I have shared what we have done during this time.
In July I asked for articles regarding what you had done
on your Corvette. Surely someone did something on
their car????
Till we meet again.
Chairman of the Board

(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.

Or click the underline link for registration
then enter your NCRS Forum credentials
then click the event to register

2020
 Aug 8
 Aug 22
 Aug 29
 Sep 12
 Sep 13
 Sep 27
 Oct 10
 Oct 16-17

Chapter Meeting Virtual
Arizona Virtial Judging School
Heart of Ohio Virtual Judging School
Chapter Meeting Virtual
Illinois Virtual Judging School
Illinois Tech Session
Chapter Meeting (OctoberFest?)
Nebraska Chapter Last Blast Judging
Event
 Oct 22-24 Texas Regional (Frisco, TX)
 Nov 14
Chapter Meeting

Rick Smiley
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Officers & Committee Chairs
Did you Know?

Coupes were first introduced in 1963 with the C2
generation. During the next 5 decades, ending in 2013,
there were 10 years in which coupes were the only
Corvette produced. Name these 10 years.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Did You
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Fuel Pump Rebuilding Tech Session Many Thanks to Gary Bosselman for letting us republish
his article.
Fuel Pump Rebuilding:
If you have a bolt-together fuel pump
(See Fig. 2), you can rebuild them
yourself with a couple simple hand
tools and patience.
First, wash the outside of the pump
well. Nothing worse than working with
greasy, slippery parts. I usually wash
parts in mineral spirits, then let them
dry overnight.
First, take off the bottom cover, two
slotted-fillister head screws. (See
Fig. 1) Looking inside the pump,
you’ll see two-check valves that
control the flow of gasoline. (See
Fig. 3) Note the direction each go
back in. Take a picture and note the
inlet and outlet and the correlation
of each check valve. The upper
check valve is positioned to allow
gasoline to flow through it. The
lower check valve, block the flows
in.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

The lower cover, once removed, will Fig. 3
often have a die-cast date inside.
Fig. 4
(See red arrow in Fig. 4) This cover
has enough corrosion, it’s difficult to see the date. What’s the corrosion from? Ethanol fuel.
Next remove the main body from the upper half. 10-slotted machine screws. (See Fig. 2) Once
separated, you can see the other side of the check valves. Tap the check valve out from the
other side (side shown in Fig. 3). Be careful to save the paper gaskets under the
check valves. (See Fig. 5) The gaskets do not come with a rebuild kit. If yours are
(Continue on page 7)
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Regional VII Candidate Harry Ledgerwood

Candidate for Region VII Regional Representative
Dear NCRS Region VII Members,
My Name is Harry Ledgerwood and my NCRS Member is #2901. I am a Candidate for
the upcoming open position for Region VII Representative. The election will be coming out in late August with the September-October Driveline magazine.
I wanted each of you to know why I am running and what some of my goals would
be if you choose to vote for me and I am elected. I know that the NCRS is experiencing a decline in membership and looking for ways to improve that, along with
getting our members more involved in participating at all levels.
My background is I am one of the Co-Founders of the Kansas City Chapter in 1981,
and then the Club joined NCRS in 1983. We have enjoyed a steady roster of members and have been involved in co-hosting many Regional Meets in Joplin, MO, St.
Louis, MO and Lake of the Ozarks. We have also co-hosted National NCRS meets in
Lake of the Ozarks, MO in 1987, Grand Lakes, OK in 1993, Collinsville, IL in 1997, St.
Charles, MO in 2008 and Overland Park, KS in 2014. I have been Chairman of the
Chapter for over 12 of the 37 years the Club’s existence.
If elected, here are some of the Priorities for that position I see as important:
Attend at least one Chapter Meet per year in every one of the Chapters that
are part of Region VII.
Be visible and participate in as many events in Region VII as possible.
Seek input from each of the Chapters involved to learn what issues are important to them so I can convey them to the NCRS Board of Directors.
Find ways to assist each of the Region VII Chapters in growing their membership and increasing member involvement.
Offer to help share the things that other Region VII Chapters are doing that is
working, with all Region VII Chapters.
Be an active voice for all members in Region VII to convey their thoughts and
concerns to the NCRS BOD.
Assist Region VII Chapters with submitting and executing Regional NCRS events
on the calendar and proposed.
Help Region VII Chapters fine tune and improve their Judging Events and gather qualified Judges to help if needed.
Develop a Team of members from each Chapter to work on “Best Practice”
ideas to offer across all Region VII Chapters.
Help to develop things and events that involve more of the spouses and partners in NCRS activities.
Support the growth and participation of the NCRS Foundation & Scholarships
Midway USA Tune Up
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Regional VII Candidate Harry Ledgerwood—(continued)

and encourage Chapters to help fundraise for the NCRS Foundation.
I vow to give my best efforts to see that the NCRS organization we all so value
and enjoy will prosper and grow for many years to come.
In summary, Region VII is in the Heart of the USA and incorporates the States of
Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas. That is lots of
miles and a total Region VII current membership of 1,240. Interesting too is
that Region VII’s lowest member number is 39 and the highest and most recent is 67084. Also interesting is that 366 or 29.5% of Region VII membership
numbers are over 60000. That means over 25% of our Regions members have
joined in just the recent years, indicating the interest to grow and join still
exists.
The election begins when you receive to Sept.-Oct. Driveline and the Deadline to
vote is online voting or postmarked by October 31, 2020. You can vote in two
ways:
1 – Online at HTTPS://www.NCRS.org/forums/register/VOTE.php
2 – Complete a copy of the Ballot and mail it in WITH A COPY of YOUR MAILING
LABEL and mail it to:
Larry Colvin, NCRS Secretary
8 Warren Lane
Walpole, MA 02081
I would respectfully ask that you consider voting for me, and I will do my very best
to live up to your expectations.

Above ALL, PLEASE VOTE!!!

Harry Ledgerwood – NCRS #2901

Midway USA Tune Up
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Regional VII Candidate Joe SantaMaria

Midway USA Chapter Members,

Hope all are healthy and doing well.

My name is Joe SantaMaria, multi-year member and Event Coordinator for the Texas Chapter. I am writing to request your support in
the upcoming election for Region VII (Texas, St. Louis, Kansas City, Midway, Louisiana, and Oklahoma Chapters) Representative.
As most of us are, I am a long time Corvette enthusiast and owner. I currently own 4 Corvettes; a 63 Roadster (Concours), 63 Coupe
(Top Flight), 66 roadster, and a 96 Grand Sport with a 2020 C8 on order. I have owned and restored two of these along with many
other Corvettes over the years.
My affiliation with the NCRS goes back to the 1980’s, but it wasn’t until moving to Texas about 5 years ago that I became actively
involved with the Texas Chapter where I now serve as Event Coordinator. In addition, I have participated in the last 5 Texas Chapter
Regionals, 4 of the last 5 Florida Chapter Winter Regionals, contributed to the 2017 San Antonio and 2019 Greenville National
Conventions, the 2019 Road Tour, four Texas Chapter Road Tours, and numerous Chapter Events, along with being a National
Corvette Museum Sr. Member.
Professionally, I worked for two Class One Railroads for nearly 40 years. During that time, my family relocated some 15 times to
various locations within the Continental United States, all the time maintaining Corvette ownership. Most recently, while working for
the Union Pacific, I held executive positions as Chief Mechanical Officer, Vice President Transportation and Vice President
Engineering. In addition, I held Board positions with the St. Louis Terminal RR, Alton and Southern RR, Brownsville and Rio Grande
International RR, and Port Terminal RR. This experience should serve well if elected as Regional VII Representative and NCRS
Board member.
In retirement, I most enjoy working in my shop on vehicle and mechanical equipment restorations. As an instrument rated General
Aviation Pilot, I also enjoy flying and have completed many volunteer Angel Flight missions. In addition, I volunteer at the local food
bank and may one day enjoy traveling again.
As your Region VII representative, I am interested in preserving the integrity of the NCRS judging processes and technical standards.
I believe it is important that we keep up the good work of the current management team in maintaining and improving the financial
integrity of the organization.
However, recognizing that we are losing membership, it is imperative that we all set attracting new members as a priority, focusing on
the ever growing group of contemporary Corvette enthusiasts. To do this, we must continue to expand NCRS offerings, and make it
easier and less costly for more to participate.
I have a passion for the hobby, with almost 50 years of Corvette ownership. I look forward to the opportunity of representing Region
VII membership and working towards strengthening and growing the NCRS.
The election runs through the September/ October timeframe. You can vote in one of two methods:

-Online at
HTTPS://www.NCRS.org/forums/register/VOTE.php
-or mail-in ballot from the next Driveline magazine- check instructions about mailing label, and address.

Please vote!

Thanks,
Joe SantaMaria

Midway USA Tune Up
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Fuel Pump Rebuilding Tech Session - Gary Bossselman
(continued from page 3)

torn, or not useable, made a pair out of gasket material and a pair of scissors.
Looking at the upper half, you’ll see the rubber diaphragm. (See Fig. 7)
Under the diaphragm is a fairly strong spring. Note in Fig. 8, the end of the
diaphragm has a slot. A finger inside the pump engages this and pulls the
diaphragm up, spring pressure pushes it down. (See Fig. 11)
Fig. 5

Hold the pump, like it’s installed in the engine (See Fig. 11), push up
slightly on the diaphragm and tip the end of the diaphragm towards the
right to disengage the finger inside the pump. If your successful on
your first try, the diaphragm will then get pushed out of the pump body
by the spring. Usually, ok almost always, it’s several tries to get it to
disengage. Just requires patience. Remember, the finger is free
floating, if you don’t push the diaphragm to the right and up, the
diaphragm will push the finger up.
Once the diaphragm is out, you will see the seal and retainer inside.
(red arrow Fig. 10) Some kits do not contain this seal. If your kit does,
replace it. Usually, they are in good condition. That seal keeps the
engine oil out of the diaphragm.

Fig. 6

The old diaphragm and spring is on the right side of Fig. 12, the new
diaphragm and spring is the left side. Note the size difference of
the spring, new vs old. ALWAYS use the old spring. The new springs
will provide to much fuel pressure and over-flow the carburetor.
Ask me how I know.
Another word of caution. The arm

Fig. 7

Fig. 10

(continue on page 8)

Fig. 11
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Fuel Pump Rebuilding Tech Session - Gary Bossselman
(continue from page 7)

inside the pump, (See Fig. 11) that you can’t see, is
free to move up and down. If you turn the pump body
upside down and shake it, you will hear it rattle up
and down. This makes installing the new diaphragm a
little harder. So, hold the upper fuel pump body like
it’s installed in the engine (See Fig. 11), slide the new
diaphragm through the seal and tip it towards the
outside of the pump, to about where you THINK the
Fig. 12
arm is, then tip it back towards the mounting flange,
to slide the slot onto the arm. This will take several tries. Sometime several hundred tries.
You need to make sure the shaft is aligned front to back, side to side. When I did this pump, I
tried for about 5-minutes late one afternoon, no luck. Went into the house for the night. Next
morning I came out, first try it engaged. Take your time, patience.
Now it just becomes a re-assembly of the lower housing and lower cover. Make sure the inlet and
outlet are clocked correctly. You did mark it before you took apart, right?
For those with the crimped fuel pumps, I have been sending those to Volunteer Corvette in
Knoxville, Tennessee. They have somebody un-crimp them and rebuild them. I have had dozens
done by them over the years and they always work well, except for one. Too high of fuel
pressure, would blow fuel right through the needle and seat in carburetor. It’s expensive, about
$250 plus shipping both ways. But, you get to save your original fuel pump.
Any questions call me.
Gary Bosselman

Has anyone seen the new
white C8 driving around on
the west side of town?

Anyone know whose it is?
Midway USA Tune Up
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Swap-N-Shop For Sale

Swap-N-Shop For Sale (Continued)

FOR SALE:

Like NEW C6 Grand Sport Factory Rims
Front (18x9.5) & Back (19x12) $800 firm
Dave Funston
(316) 655-1666

Gas Tank Anti-Squeak Pads for C2/C3 - Thick
like factory originals, 2 inches wide Pair $25.00
delivered. Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
1968 Only Wheel (1) K18 5 13 AG—$150,
(4)K17 12 20 AG—$600 set,
and (4) AG stamp only—$550 set.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
Set of 5 1963/64 Wheels - $1,800 set
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
Set of 4 NOS Valve Stem Extensions for ‘68-’73
PO1 and PO2 Hubcaps $175 per set (shipped to
lower 48 states ) Call Dallas Keller
(316) 200-4125

4 Stanchions
$125.00 Firm

1 Gallon of DuPont Lucite Acrylic Lacquer
Paint. DuPont Code 2930L
1959 Corvette Crown Sapphire Turquoise
1 full gallon - Mixed on 10/07/1982
$250.00
Kent - (316) 393-2192
Engine Stand, looks like new as used only once,
and then on a clean block. Mfg by Performance
Tool, or at least that is what is on the item!
Stock #W41025, 36"L x 29-1/2"W x 34-1/2"H
$60.
Contact Jim Coote for info (316) 789-0005

Dave Dennis
(316) 650-0152

Bowtie Breast Cancer
Awareness Pins
$5.00 each

Midway USA Tune Up
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

The July 2020 monthly meeting was held on the 11th, and called to order at 9:03 A.M. by our chapter
Chairman, Rick Smiley. It would have started on time but several “virtual attendees” seemed to be concerned
that they could not hear the Secretary. I don’t know about their concern as most usually wish I would be more
silent. There were 16 in attendance on their techy devices.
Old Business:
Our Chairman started off the meeting by asking Dallas Keller, our prestigious Treasurer, to report his news. A
very unpredictable Dallas started his presentation about what monies we have by reading a letter he had
received from an anonymous writer indicating how tired he/she was about hearing an odd amount in our
account. He/she/it sent Dallas $5.02 so the amount could be rounded up to an even $3,300.00. It was a
very thoughtful gift but it left all of us wondering if he/she/it would continue to help Dallas round up every
month so that it would be more appealing to the payee from Nebraska! If the payee could keep a straight
face when he amuses himself, we might have a more difficult time figuring out who did what.
Dallas could not deposit the generous donation because his/our bank is not open for visitation. He had the
same problem with the American Cancer Society with the $500 check from National for their matching
donation to our charity, so ended up mailing it. At any rate, we still have $3,294.98 in our account until
Dallas can get to a branch where he can make a deposit. And don’t forget about the $100. Hey, maybe
our donor should get tired of hearing about that $100 in savings!
After listening to the diatribe concerning the anonymous donor, Rick realized that he should have welcomed
all who managed to get on-line with us. He recognized, I mean, called attention to Gene Holtz from
Oklahoma, John Hecker from Kansas City, Mike Harrington from Florida, Gary Neimanis from Iowa and
Brad Hillhouse from Nebraska. Actually, he recognized and called attention to Brad much earlier but I
didn’t want to go back to the first paragraph again!
The Secretary called attention to the “NCRA” in the Newsletter and it turned out to be a typo. It had nothing
to do with the NCRS in cahoots with the NRA . Our “Midway USA Tune Up” newsletter editor had to
retype the rules and regulations for NCRS events during our current Covid-19 crisis and her assistant did
not catch it. You know, we really don’t know how much time and effort it takes to put together a
newsletter. Be sure to thank Kerri Keller when you see her or are talking to her. You might even go out of
your way to let her know how much we appreciate what she does for this club. THANKS KERRI.
New Business:
Rick told us about an email from Dave Ewan wanting to know how many of our club members have
contracted the virus. To the best of Rick’s knowledge, we all have escaped any contact with the virus and
that is what he reported to Dave. We are left wondering why he was inquiring and what he is going to do
with the list that he is apparently making.
Rick visited Davis-Moore Chevrolet recently to discuss with them about our options for a meeting room once
the “social distancing” requirement is over. His conclusion is that they do have a room for us but certainly
not large enough under current conditions. We still need to be looking for a meeting area that will allow
us to keep our distance from each other. That’s almost a requirement for this group, pandemic or no
pandemic!
Rick then turned over the meeting to our VP and Judging Chairman, Dave Houlihan, to see what he had to say.
Dave said, as VP, he had nothing to say, but that didn’t seem to stop him in his role as Judging Chair.
Dave advised that the National Office has extended on-line meetings through next January. It seems our
National NCRS group is more pro-active than some of our political leaders and they are supposed to only
Midway USA Tune Up
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

know about Corvettes! We will be following the rules of NCRS regardless of the State’s rules.
Apparently, Frisco is still on, but with the logical rules of masks and social distancing. The distancing might
cause some complications and lengthen the process. There will be no reception and slight changes at meal
time, like limiting numbers at the table and masks everywhere unless you are swallowing! (I might have
read between the lines on the latter.)
The Florida Regional will probably be held next year in February rather than the usual January. Like
everything else, these meetings are kind of up in the air, waiting for the next directive.
Dave, our NCRS Tech board auditor, reported that there may be a problem with SSBC, Stainless Steel Brakes
Corporation, a company specializing in stainless sleeves for calipers and other brake products. Someone
on the tech board sent his calipers in to them some time ago and can’t raise anybody there to find out
where they might be now. There is lots of noise on the web about them going out of business last year,
then reborn but still some problems so best you contact them first before sending any brakes in for repair.
Rick asked the co-Judging Chair if she had anything to say, and guess what? She said no! They had a short
discussion between themselves, but the outcome was still, “nothing”.
John Hecker was asked to report on Kansas City activities and like last month, nothing going on in KC yet.
John said they even had trouble getting a group together to discuss what could be done. He did have lunch
with a few of his car buddies and one had just taken delivery on a C-8. Brad told John that he could teach
their officers on how to do a Zoom meeting but I doubt that John will pass that along in case anybody in
their club knows Brad!
Gene Holtz indicated that Oklahoma doesn’t have anything on the schedule yet either. The new guidelines
don’t make it too likely that many of the clubs will change their recent habits.
But Brad, however, was proud to announce that their October event is still a go as far as his chapter is
concerned. He has accepted 4 cars for judging while he could encourage three more just by accepting
them also. The Speedway Museum is still on for the weekend and he says the museum would be worth
the trip in itself.
Rick remembered that another member of our club has reached the milestone of becoming a Master Judge.
Craig Stephan, another member of ours from Nebraska, just reached 101 points so is entitled to one of
those black hats as soon as he can get to a regional.
Dallas asked Brad about his 1968 that is going to be auctioned off next week at a Mecum Auction, which
created quite a buzz for awhile. Brad even outlined his ambitious goals for the car if it doesn’t meet his
reserve which includes going after some more rewards by taking it to a Regional. Guess he’s trying to
raise its value so it will meet his reserves the next time it hits the auction block.
And with that, at 9:58, the crowd was getting restless so Rick dismissed us so that we could get another cup of
coffee and a donut.
Answer Did you Know? From Page 2)
Coupes were first introduced in 1963 with the C2 generation. During the next 5 decades, ending
in 2013, there were 10 years in which coupes were the only Corvette produced. Name these 10
years.
1) 1976, 2) 1977, 3) 1978, 4) 1979, 5) 1980, 6) 1981, 7) 1982, 8) 1984, 9) 1985, 10) 1997
Midway USA Tune Up
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NCRS Nebraska "LAST BLAST 2020"
Two Day “Super Chapter” 5 Point Weekend
Flight Judging & Schools – Lincoln, Nebraska
Friday - Saturday, October 16-17, 2020
The NCRS Nebraska Chapter invites you to attend our 2nd annual “LAST BLAST” Judging & Schools event. Flight,
Concours, Sportsman & Bowtie/MOE display Corvettes are welcome with special reserved parking area for all
Corvettes driven to the event. New Larger All Indoor Location this year: LNK Commonwealth Aircraft Hangar
We are presenting 3 national quality NCRS Judging Schools & Tech Sessions presented by 400+ Master Judges.
NCRS Members that Judge on Friday & Saturday and attend the judging schools can earn 5 Judging points.
Included with Registration: NCRS Private tour of the Speedway Motors / Museum of American Speed
135K sq ft World Class Automobile Museum: Race Cars, Experimental engines, Pedal Cars, Automobilia & more
Preregistration is required via the NCRS National online registration "Coming Events" tab
or mail this paper registration to Brad Hillhouse, 8040 S. 37th Street, Lincoln, NE 68516-7710.
More Information can be found on our website: www.NCRSNeb.com “LAST BLAST 2020 JUDING” tab
There is a $65 single/family registration fee for the 2 day Judging event, Judging schools & Meals.
THIS INCLUDES: NCRS Private Speedway Museum Tour, Judging Schools, Catered Meals: Friday Lunch, Friday
night Social Hour & Dinner on the judging floor, Saturday lunch. A second meals charge of $30pp for Couples.
Payment of $65 or $95 can be made payable to NCRS Nebraska Chapter or PayPal: NCRSNebraska@gmail.com
Name(s)______________________________________________________ NCRS # ____________________
Address_____________________________________________ City ____________State _____ Zip________
Email______________________________________________________ Phone # ______________________
(circle): I will Judge: Yes / No Observer Judge Yes / No Year & Judging Section Preference____________
(check one) Flight Judging $65 ______ Concours $65 _____ Sportsman $25 _____ Bowtie/MOE $0 ______
Year_____ Complete VIN___________________________ CID______ HP_______ CPE/CONV_______
Trim Tag Data: PAINT CODE________ TRIM CODE________BUILD DATE________ BODY #__________
Insurance Company & Number_________________________________________ Exp. Date ________
A special NCRS group rate hotel discount has been arranged for people traveling from out of town:
Fairfield Inn & Suite Lincoln Airport 402-413-9003 Holiday Inn Express & Suite Lincoln Airport 402-464-0588
(both off I-80 Exit #399) Ask for NCRS rate $88 + tax. Both properties are 3 minutes from Judging Meet.
Brad Hillhouse, Nebraska Judging Chairman. BradHillhouse@yahoo.com 402-730-6898
NCRS Nebraska reserves the right to limit judged Corvettes depending on available Judges
NCRS Nebraska reserves the right to cancel & refund should COVID19 make the event unsafe
HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT I agree to insure my vehicle and property for loss, damage & liability and to provide proof of such insurance to NCRS at time of registration. I agree to assume the risk of an and all damage or injury and to indemnify and hold harmless NCRS, its officers, directors, agents, employees and chapters for any
action of acts of omission which may result in the theft, damage or destruction to my property or injury to me or others offering during or as a consequence of this
event, wherever located.

Midway USA Calendar of Events - 2020
I have added Virtual Judging Schools from all Chapters in this list.

2020
Aug 8

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Aug 20-22

CANCELLED Northwest Regional in Redmond, OR

Aug 22

Arizona Virtual Judging School (Bowtie Judging)

Aug 29

Heart of Ohio Virtual Judging School (C1 & C2 Air Cleaners)

Sep 12

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Sep 13

Illinois Virtual Judging School (C3 Vacuum System—
Operations, Testing, and Judging)

Sep 27

Illinois Virtual Tech Session (Rear Trailing Arms & Wheel
Bearing Assemblies

Oct 10

Chapter Meeting (OctoberFest?)

Oct 16-17

Nebraska Chapter Last Blast Judging Event

Oct 22-24

Texas Regional in Frisco, TX

Nov 14

Chapter Meeting

2020
Chapter
Events
Schedule

A big Thank You to Dave for putting on our Virtual Judging Schools and to Jo for
helping him.
A big Thank You to Bev and Rick for making sure that we all get our judging points
from the Judging Schools.
We appreciate all the time that you all have put in to make these Virtual Judging
School possible.

Midway USA Tune Up
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Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS in Wichita, KS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month, 9:00 a.m. at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of thousands of families dedicated
to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes. Membership in the National
Organization is required in order to join local chapters. Below is the website for the National Organization.
The NCRS has organized Local Chapters around the world. Local Chapters provide the opportunity to
meet NCRS Members in your region who share your love of Corvettes and the restoration and enjoyment
of these fantastic cars. Chapters hold local events such as Judging Meets, Judging Schools, Road Tours
and occasional social events.
If you wish to get the total NCRS experience you need to belong to one or more Local Chapters. The
NCRS membership is made up of people who join for the cars and continue for the wonderful friends they
have made. The easiest way to be part of that experience is through membership in Local Chapters.
Chapter Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($25.00) __ Check # ____
Cash ______
Nat’l NCRS Membership is Required. Register by Internet http://www.ncrs.org/services/membership
Nat’l NCRS Membership is $50.00
Register by Phone (513) 760-6277
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Dallas Keller - Midway USA Treasurer
13502 W. Rolling Hills
Wichita, KS 67235-8230
(316) 200-4125
Midway USA Tune Up
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